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Abstract

In this paper we provide some Matlab tools for efficient vectorized coding of the
Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin for linear variable coefficient reaction-diffusion
problems in polyhedral domains. The resulting tools are modular and include en-
hanced structures to deal with convection-diffusion problems, plus several projec-
tions and a superconvergent postprocess of the solution. Loops over the elements
are exclusively local and, as such, have been parallelized.

1 Introduction

In this paper we provide some programming tools for full Matlab implementation of the
Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method on general conforming tetrahedral
meshes for fixed but arbitrary polynomial degree. The presentation is detailed on a second
order linear reaction-diffusion equation with variable coefficients and mixed boundary
conditions, but we also provide the tools to construct the matrices needed for convection-
diffusion problems with variable convection, thus creating all necessary blocks to deal
with general steady-state problems.

The HDG method originated in a sequence of papers of Bernardo Cockburn and his
collaborators, consolidating in the unified framework of [4]. As seen in that paper, the
HDG can be considered as a Mixed Finite Element Method (MixedFEM) [2], coded with
the use of Lagrange multipliers to weakly enforce the restrictions on interelement faces
[1], and then hybridized so that the only global variable is the collection of Lagrange
multipliers, that ends up being an optimal approximation of the primal variable on the
faces of the triangulation.

Compared with general MixedFEM (programmed in hybridized form), HDG has the
advantage of not using degrees of freedom to stabilize the discrete equations, while keeping
equal optimal order of convergence in all computed fields. (Stability is obtained through
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a stabilization parameter.) From this point of view, HDG is a valid option if one is
willing to pay the prize of using MixedFEM, for instance, to obtain approximations of
more fields of the solution of the problem. In comparison with other FEM, that work
directly on the second order formulation, HDG performs well for high orders [9]. For
low order methods, HDG can be adopted in situations where either MixedFEM or DG
are thought to be advantageous. We will, however, not exploit here the advantages of
HDG/DG for having non-conforming meshes or variable degree. Extension of the code
to variable-degree methods does not seem to change much, but it requires rethinking the
data structures and the vectorization process. Extension to more general meshes would
require new tools for the geometric handling that we are not dealing with at this moment.
In comparison to other DG methods (mainly those of the Interior Penalty family), HDG
requires less degrees of freedom in the solution of the global system, since this has been
reduced to the interfaces of the elements. On the positive side as well, HDG does not
contain any penalization parameter that needs tuning to obtain convergence. It also
has some attractive superconvergence properties that allow for local element-by-element
postprocessing à la Stenberg [10].

One goal of the paper is the systematization of the construction of local and global
matrices by looping over quadrature nodes and polynomial degrees, avoiding large loops
over elements. We partially accomplish this by using Matlab inbuilt functions for Kro-
necker products, construction of sparse matrices, and vectorization. All loops on elements
are purely local and have been parallelized so that they can take advantage of the Matlab
Parallel Toolbox. We hope this piece of work will contribute to the popularization of
a method that has already a sizeable follow-up, given its good properties. This being
Matlab code, we are not expecting the code to run on very large problems, but, as we
show in the experiments, we can show reasonably high order of convergence for three
dimensional problems, working on a laptop with only two processors. We will also com-
ment on how this code can be easily modified to provide the hybridized implementation
of the Brezzi–DOuglas–Marini (BDM) mixed element, which is an alternative to using
Hpdivq-conforming bases [6].

Model equations. Let Ω Ă R3 be a polyhedron with boundary Γ, divided into a
Dirichlet and a Neumann part (ΓD and ΓN) such that each part is the union of faces of
Γ. The unit outward-poiting normal vector field on Γ is denoted ν. The model problem
we will be discussing in this document is

κ´1q `∇u “ 0 in Ω, (1.1a)

∇ ¨ q ` c u “ f in Ω, (1.1b)

u “ uD on ΓD, (1.1c)

´q ¨ ν “ gN ¨ ν on ΓN . (1.1d)

The diffusion coefficient κ is strictly positive, while c ě 0. (Both of them are functions of
the space variables.) The Neumann boundary condition is given in non-standard way, as
the normal component of a vector field (of which only the normal component is used), in
order to give an easier way to test exact solutions. Modifications for the case of a scalar
field are straightforward.
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Discrete elements. The Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method that we will
describe here is based on regular tetrahedrizations of the domain. We thus consider a
tetrahedral partition of Ω, Th. The set of all faces in the triangulation is denoted Eh, with
the subsets E int

h , EDh , ENh corresponding to interior, Dirichlet and Neumann faces. For
convenience, we will write

Nelt “ #Th, Nfc “ #Eh, Ndir “ #EDh , Nneu “ #ENh .

Upon numbering, we can identify elements and faces with respective index sets

Th ” t1, . . . , Neltu, Eh ” t1, . . . , Nfcu.

This will allow us to write some computational expressions in a format that is very close
to their mathematical definition. The local spaces for discretization of u and q are those
of trivariate polynomials of degree up to k. The global description of these spaces is

Wh :“
ź

KPTh

PkpKq, Vh :“ W 3
h “

ź

KPTh

PkpKq3.

There is a third space, defined on the skeleton of the tetrahedrization:

Mh :“
ź

ePEh

Pkpeq,

where Pkpeq is the space of bivariate polynomials of degree not larger than k on tangential
coordinates. Integral notation will always be given as

pu, vqK :“

ż

K

u v, pq, rqK :“

ż

K

q ¨ r, xu, vyBK :“

ż

BK

u v.

Similarly, we will use terms like xu, vye with e P Eh, xu, vyΓD
, and xu, vyΓN

. On the
boundary of a given element, the normal vector νK will point outwards. However, when
it is clear what the element is, we will simply write ν.

HDG. A key ingredient of HDG is a stabilization function. This is a non-negative
piecewise constant function on the boundary of each triangle. Thus,

τK |e P P0peq @e P EpKq, @K P Th, and τK ě 0.

Here EpKq “ teK1 , . . . , eK4 u is the ordered set of faces of K. The function τ is not single-
valued in internal faces. We demand that for each K, the function τK cannot vanish
identically, that is, there exists e P EpKq such that τK |e ą 0. The HDG method works
separately each of the equations in (1.1). There are three unknowns: pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆ
Wh ˆMh. Locally, we will think of pqK , uKq P PkpKq3 ˆPkpKq, while puh will be counted
by global face numbering, so we will sometimes refer to values pue. The PDE (1.1a)-(1.1b)
is discretized element by element with the equations

pκ´1qK , rqK ´ puK ,∇ ¨ rqK ` xpuh, r ¨ νKyBK “ 0 @r P PkpKq3, (1.2a)

p∇ ¨ qK , wqK ` pc uK , wqK ` xτKpuK ´ puhq, wyBK “ pf, wqK @w P PkpKq, (1.2b)
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for all K P Th. All the remaining equations are defined (and counted) on edges. We first

have flux equilibrium on internal faces: for all E int
h Q e “ K X rK, we impose

xqK ¨ νK ` τKpuK ´ pueq, pvye ` xq rK ¨ ν rK ` τ rKpu rK ´ pueq, pvye “ 0 @pv P Pkpeq. (1.2c)

This means that the normal numerical flux, ΦK :“ ´qK ¨ νK ´ τKpuK ´ pueq, which is an
element of Pkpeq for all e P EpKq, is essentially single valued on internal faces, that is

ΦK ` Φ
rK “ 0 on e “ K X rK. We finally impose the boundary conditions on Dirichlet

faces e P EDh
xpue, pvye “ xuD, pvye @pv P Pkpeq, (1.2d)

and on Neumann faces e P ENh ,

´xqK ¨ νK ` τKpuK ´ pueq, pvye “ xgN ¨ νK , pvye @pv P Pkpeq, where e P EpKq. (1.2e)

Equations (1.2) make up for a square system of linear equations. The hybridization of
the methods is a static condensation (substructuring) strategy that allows to write the
method as a system of equations where only puh appears as an unknown. For more methods
that fit in this framework, see [4]. Theory has been developed in a series of papers, but
revisited and deeply reorganized in [5]. Readers acquainted with programming mixed
finite element methods will recognized the hybridized form of [1]. (We will come back to
this at the very end of the paper.)

2 Geometric structures

Tetrahedra. All elements will be mapped from the reference tetrahedron pK with ver-
tices

pv1 :“ p0, 0, 0q pv2 :“ p1, 0, 0q, pv3 :“ p0, 1, 0q, pv4 :“ p0, 0, 1q.

Note that | pK| :“ vol pK “ 1{6. Given a tetrahedron with vertices pv1,v2,v3,v4q (the order

is relevant), we consider the affine mapping FK : pK Ñ K

FKppxq “ BKpx` v1, BK “

»

–

x2 ´ x1 x3 ´ x1 x4 ´ x1

y2 ´ y1 y3 ´ y1 y4 ´ y1

z2 ´ z1 z3 ´ z1 z4 ´ z1

fi

fl . (2.1)

This map satisfies FKppviq “ vi, i P t1, 2, 3, 4u. All elements of the triangulation will be
given with positive orientation, that is,

det BK “

´

pv2 ´ v1q ˆ pv3 ´ v1q

¯

¨ pv4 ´ v1q ą 0.

In this case det BK “ 6 |K|.
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Faces. A triangle e in R3 with vertices pw1,w2,w3q (the order is relevant), will be
parametrized with

φeps, tq :“ s pw2 ´w1q ` t pw3 ´w1q `w1, φe : pK2 :“ tps, tq : s, t ě 0, s` t ď 1u Ñ e.

We note that |Bsφe ˆ Btφe| “ 2|e|, where |e| is the area of e. The local orientation of the
vertices of e gives an orientation to the normal vector. We will define the normal vector
so that its norm is proportional to the area of e, that is

ne :“ 1
2

´

pw2 ´w1q ˆ pw3 ´w1q

¯

.

Also, if pw1 :“ p0, 0q, pw2 :“ p1, 0q, pw3 :“ p0, 1q, then φeppwiq “ wi, for i P t1, 2, 3u.

Boundaries of the tetrahedra. Given a tetrahedron K with vertices pv1,v2,v3,v4q

we will consider its four faces given in the following order (and with the inherited orien-
tations):

eK1 ÐÑ pv1,v2,v3q

eK2 ÐÑ pv1,v2,v4q

eK3 ÐÑ pv1,v3,v4q

eK4 ÐÑ pv4,v2,v3q.

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 2 3

1 2 4

1 3 4

4 2 3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(2.2)

(Note that with this orientation of the faces, the normals of the second and fourth faces
point outwards, while those of the first and third faces point inwards. This numbering
is done for the sake of parametrization.) For integration purposes on BK, we will use
parametrizations of the faces eK` P EpKq

φK` : pK2 Ñ eK` ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u,

given by the formulas
φK1 ps, tq :“ FKps, t, 0q,

φK2 ps, tq :“ FKps, 0, tq,

φK3 ps, tq :“ FKp0, s, tq,

φK4 ps, tq :“ FKps, t, 1´ s´ tq.

(2.3)

Consider the affine invertible maps Fµ : pK2 Ñ pK2 given by the formulas

F1ps, tq :“ ps, tq

F2ps, tq :“ pt, sq

F3ps, tq :“ pt, 1´ s´ tq

F4ps, tq :“ ps, 1´ s´ tq

F5ps, tq :“ p1´ s´ t, sq

F6ps, tq :“ p1´ s´ t, tq

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 2 3

1 3 2

3 1 2

3 2 1

2 3 1

2 1 3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (2.4)
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The table on the right shows the indices of the images of the vertices ppw1, pw2, pw3q, with
boldface font for those that stay fixed. We note that F2, F4 and F6 change orientation.
Take now a tetrahedron K, and assume that e “ eK` , i.e., eK` is the face e in a global list
of faces. We thus have six possible cases of how the parametrizations φK` and φe match.
We will encode this information in a matrix permpK, `q so that

φe ˝ Fµ “ φ
K
` , if e “ eK` and µ “ permpK, `q. (2.5)

We will refer to this matrix as the permutation matrix.

Data structure. The basic tetrahedrization of Ω (including information on Dirichlet
and Neumann boundaries) is given through four fields of a data structure T:

• T.coordinates is an Nver ˆ 3 matrix with the coordinates of the vertices of the
triangulation.

• T.elements is an Neltˆ4 matrix, whose K-th row of the matrix contains the indices
of the vertices of K.

• T.dirichlet is an Ndirˆ 3 matrix, with the vertex numbers for the Dirichlet faces.

• T.neumann is an Nneu ˆ 3 matrix, with the vertex numbers for the Neumann faces.

Positive orientation, of listings of vertices for elements and faces, is always assumed, In
expanded form, the tetrahedral data structure contains many more useful fields. All these
elements can be easily precomputed. It will be useful for what follows to assume that
they are easy to access whenever needed.

• T.faces is an Nfcˆ4 matrix with a list of faces: the first three columns contain the
global vertex numbers for the faces (its order will give the intrinsic parametrization
of the face); Dirichlet and Neumann faces are numbered exacly as in T.dirichlet

and T.neumann, the fourth column contains an index:

– 0 for interior faces

– 1 for Dirichlet faces

– 2 for Neumann faces

• T.dirfaces and T.neufaces are row vectors with the list of Dirichlet and Neumann
faces, that is, they point out what rows of T.faces contain a 1 (resp a 2) in the last
column.

• T.facebyele is an Nelt ˆ 4 matrix, whose K-th row contains the numbers of faces
that make up BK, with the faces given in the order shown in the table in (2.2).
Note that this is the matrix we have described as eK` .

• T.perm is an Neltˆ4 matrix containing numbers from 1 to 6. Its K-th row indicates
what permutations are needed for each of the faces to get to the proper numbering
of the face, i.e., this is just the matrix permpK, `q.
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• T.volume is an Nelt ˆ 1 column vector with the volumes of the elements.

• T.area is an Nfc ˆ 1 column vector with the areas of the faces.

• T.normals is an Nelt ˆ 12 matrix with the non-normalized normal vectors for the
faces of the elements; its K-th row contains four row vectors of three components
each

“

nJ1 nJ2 nJ3 nJ4
‰

so that n` is the normal vector to the face eK` , pointing outwards and such that
|n`| “ |e

K
` |.

3 Volume integrals

Pseudo-matlab notation. In order to exploit the vectorization capabilities of Matlab,
we will use the following notation to describe some particular operations. First of all, for
a function fpx, y, zq, we will automatically assume that it is vectorized and can thus be
simultaneously evaluated in many points stored in equally sizes matrix, so that fpX,Y,Zq
is a matrix with the same size as X, Y, and Z. Our default will be that vectors are column
vectors. Whenever the sizes of a column vector u and a matrix A are compatible, we will
write uJ d A :“ A diagpuq, and u d A :“ diagpuqA. At the entry level, these are the
operations

puJ d Aqij “ ujAij and pud Aqij “ uiAij,

which can be easily performed using Matlab’s bsxfun utility. Also, the Kronecker product
will be used in the following particular situation:

cJ b A “
“

c1A c2A ¨ ¨ ¨ cNA
‰

.

Finally, given a matrix A, aJi :“ rowpA, iq will be used to denote the row vector corre-
sponding to the i-th row of A.

Three dimensional quadrature. To compute or approximate element integrals we
will consider a quadrature formula on the reference element pK:

ż

pK

pφ « 1
6

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

pωqpφpppqq, ppq :“ ppxq, pyq, pzqq,

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

pωq “ 1. (3.1)

Such formulas can be easily found in the literature [7, 11]. We will find it convenient to
store the quadrature points with their barycentric coordinates p1´ pxq ´ pyq ´ pzq, pxq, pyq, pzqq
in a Nqd ˆ 4 matrix Λ (rows correspond to quadrature points). To integrate on a general

element we use the mapping FK : pK Ñ K of (2.1) and proceed as follows

ż

K

φ “ det BK

ż

pK

φ ˝ FK « |K|

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

pωqφpp
K
q q, pKq :“ FKpppqq. (3.2)
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Piecewise polynomials. The bases of the local polynomial spaces P3pKq, containing
d3 “ d3pkq :“

`

k`3
3

˘

elements, will be obtained by pushing forward a basis in the reference
element. For this we will use the three dimensional Dubiner basis [8], which is given in

the enlarged element 2 pK ´ p1, 1, 1qJ, where it is L2-orthogonal. The Dubiner basis is
evaluated using a Duffy-type transformation and Jacobi polynomials. What is needed for
HDG is the evaluation of the Dubiner basis t qPiu and of its partial derivatives Bα qPi. We
will assume that the basis is ordered in hierarchical form, that is, polynomials of degree k
are stored after all polynomials of degree k´ 1 for all k. We then consider the local bases
tPK

i u given by the relations

PK
i ˝ FK “

pPi :“ qPip2 ¨ ´p1, 1, 1q
J
q. (3.3)

An element of the space Wh will be usually stored as a dk ˆ Nelt matrix, where each
column contains the coefficients of the local polynomial function in the local basis.

Source terms. We first extract all nodal information of the grid in three 4 ˆ Nelt

matrices XT , YT , ZT . For instance, the element XT
i,K contains the x coordinate of the

i-th node of element K. If Λ is the Nqd ˆ 4 matrix with the barycentric coordinates of

the quadrature points in pK, then

X :“ ΛXT , Y :“ ΛYT , Z :“ ΛZT (3.4)

are Nqd ˆ Nelt matrices with the coordinates of all quadrature points. Further, let us
consider the Nqd ˆ d3 matrix

Pqj :“ pPjpppqq, q “ 1, . . . , Nqd, j “ 1, . . . , d3. (3.5)

The computational representation of the formula (see (3.2) and (3.3))

ż

K

fPK
i “ 6|K|

ż

pK

pf ˝ FKq pPi « |K|

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

fppKq qpωq pPipppqq, i “ 1, . . . , d3, K P Th,

is given by (see (3.4) and (3.5))

volJ d
`

ppω d PqJ fpX,Y,Zq
˘

,

where vol is the column vector containing the volumes of all elements and pω is a column
vector with the weights of the quadrature rule.

Mass matrices. In order to compute mass matrices with variable density function m,
we use (3.2)-(3.3) and write

ż

K

mPK
i PK

j « |K|

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

mppKq q
´

pωq pPipppqq pPjpppqq
¯

, i, j,“ 1, . . . , d3, K P Th.
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We then evaluate the density at all quadrature points (3.4) to get an Nqd ˆNelt matrix,
already weighted by the element volumes,

M “ volJ dmpX,Y,Zq, (3.6a)

and finally loop over quadrature nodes using the rows of (3.5)

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

mJ
q b ppωqpq pJq q, mJ

q “ rowpM, qq, pJq “ rowpP, qq. (3.6b)

The result comes out as a d3ˆpd3Neltqmatrix that can be easily reshaped to a d3ˆd3ˆNelt

array.

Convection matrices. We start by computing three d3 ˆ d3 matrices in the reference
element

pC‹ij :“

ż

pK

pPiBp‹ pPj “
1
6

Nqd
ÿ

q“1

pωq pPipppqqBp‹ pPjpppqq, i, j “ 1, . . . , d3, ‹ P tx, y, zu. (3.7)

(We assume that the quadrature rule is of sufficiently high order to compute these matrices
exactly.) To do this, we require the matrix P in (3.5) plus three matrices with derivatives
of the basis functions in the reference element

P‹qi :“ pB
p‹
pPiqpppqq q “ 1. . . . , Nqd, i “ 1, . . . , d3, ‹ P tx, y, zu. (3.8)

Then,
pC‹ “ 1

6
PJ diagppωqP‹ “ 1

6
ppω d PqJP‹. (3.9)

Next, we deal with the elements of the associated Piola transform. The elements of the
3ˆ 3 matrices

det BKB´JK “

»

—

—

–

aKxx aKxy aKxz

aKyx aKyy aKyz

aKzx aKzy aKzz

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, K P Th, (3.10)

can be computed using the coordinates of the vertices counted by elements (these are the
rows of the matrices XT , YT , and ZT ) using the formulas:

axx “ py3 ´ y1qpz4 ´ z1q ´ py4 ´ y1qpz3 ´ z1q,

axy “ py4 ´ y1qpz2 ´ z1q ´ py2 ´ y1qpz4 ´ z1q,

axz “ py2 ´ y1qpz3 ´ z1q ´ py3 ´ y1qpz2 ´ z1q,

ayx “ px4 ´ x1qpz3 ´ z1q ´ px3 ´ x1qpz4 ´ z1q,

ayy “ px2 ´ x1qpz4 ´ z1q ´ px4 ´ x1qpz2 ´ z1q,

ayz “ px3 ´ x1qpz2 ´ z1q ´ px2 ´ x1qpz3 ´ z1q,

azx “ px3 ´ x1qpy4 ´ y1q ´ px4 ´ x1qpy3 ´ y1q,

azy “ px4 ´ x1qpy2 ´ y1q ´ px2 ´ x1qpy4 ´ y1q,

azz “ px2 ´ x1qpy3 ´ y1q ´ px3 ´ x1qpy2 ´ y1q.
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(Reference to K has been dropped to simplify the expression.) A simple change of vari-
ables leads to

ż

K

PK
i B‹P

K
j “

ÿ

#Ptx,y,zu

aK‹#

ż

pK

pPiBp#
pPj “

ÿ

#Ptx,y,zu

aK‹#
pC#
ij ,

which, using the matrices (3.9), can be implemented with Kronecker products

ÿ

#Ptx,y,zu

aJ‹# b pC#, ‹ P tx, y, zu. (3.11)

The result are three d3 ˆ pd3Neltq ” d3 ˆ d3 ˆNelt matrices.

4 Surface integrals

Integrals on faces. Two dimensional quadrature rules will be given in the reference
element pK2, using points and weights so that

ż

pK2

pφ « 1
2

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r
pφppqrq, pqr “ ppsr,ptrq,

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r “ 1.

To compute an integral on e P Eh, we simply parametrize from pK2 and proceed accordingly:

ż

e

φ “ 2|e|

ż

pK2

φ ˝ φe « |e|

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$rφpq
e
rq with qer :“ φeppqrq.

For practical purposes, we will keep the barycentric coordinates of the quadrature points
p1´ sr ´ tr, sr, trq in an Nqd2 ˆ 3 matrix Ξ.

Integrals on boundaries of tetrahedra. In many cases we will be integrating on a
face that is given with geometric information of an adjacent tetrahedron. The quadrature
points pqr lead to four groups of quadrature points on the faces of pK (see (2.3)):

pq1
r :“ ppsr,ptr, 0q,

pq2
r :“ ppsr, 0,ptrq,

pq3
r :“ p0, psr,ptrq,

pq4
r :“ ppsr,ptr, 1´ psr ´ ptrq,

For a given ψ : K Ñ R, we can approximate (see (2.4) and (2.5))

ż

eK`

ψ « |eK` |

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$rψpq
K
r,`q, with qKr,` :“ FKppq

`
rq “ φeK` pFpermpK,`qppqrqq, (4.1)
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and thus
ż

BK

ψ «
4
ÿ

`“1

|eK` |

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$rψpq
K
r,`q. (4.2)

Note that the use of the permutation index permpK, `q in (4.1) factors out the natural
parametrization of e “ eK` on the left, which will be necessary for functions on e that are

defined by pushing forward functions on pK2, that is, for functions ψ such that we can
evaluate ψ ˝ φe.

Bases, faces, and boundaries. Our starting point is the Dubiner basis t qDiu [8],

which is orthogonal in the enlarged element 2 pK2 ´ p1, 1q
J. We assume it to be given in

hierarchical form. The elements of Mh will be described via their coefficients in the basis
De
i , where

De
i ˝ φe “

pDi “ qDip2 ¨ ´p1, 1q
J
q, i “ 1, . . . , d2, e P Eh, d2 “ d2pkq :“

ˆ

k ` 2

2

˙

,

so that they are stored in form of a d2 ˆNfc matrix (recall that Nfc “ #Eh).

Types of boundary integrals. There will be three different kinds of integrals on BK:
(a) products of traces of polynomials on K, (b) products of piecewise polynomials defined
on BK, (c) products of traces of polynomials of K by piecewise polynomials on BK. Each
of these integrals will involve some kind of piecewise constant weight function. Piecewise
constant functions on the boundaries of the elements (with different values on internal
faces) will be described with 4ˆNfc matrices. We will be using four examples of this kind
of functions:

TK
` :“ τK` |e

K
` |,

N‹`,K :“ nK`,‹ “ νK`,‹|e
K
` |,

` “ 1, . . . , 4, K P Th, ‹ P tx, y, zu. (4.3)

Here nK` “ pn
K
`,x, n

K
`,y, n

K
`,zq is the normal vector on the `-th face of K, with the normal-

ization |nK` | “ |eK` | (see Section 2). The information of these four piecewise constant
functions is readily available in the enhanced geometric data structure.

Type (a) matrices. We can compute the integrals

ż

BK

τKP
K
i P

K
j “

4
ÿ

`“1

TK
`

´

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

pPippq
`
rq$r

pPjppq
`
rq

¯

i, j “ 1, . . . , d3, K P Th, (4.4)

using a sufficiently precise quadrature rule. If we consider the matrices

P`
ri :“ pPippq

`
rq, r “ 1, . . . , Nqd2, i “ 1, . . . , d3, ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u, (4.5)

then (4.4) can be computed as

4
ÿ

`“1

tJ` b
´

p$ d P`
q
JP`

¯

, tJ` “ rowpT, `q (4.6)

using the matrix T in (4.3). The result is a d3 ˆ pd3Neltq ” d3 ˆ d3 ˆNelt array.
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Type (b) matrices. To compute the matrices

τK`

ż

eK`

D
eK`
i D

eK`
j “ TK

`

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r
pDippqrq pDjppqrq,

i, j “ 1, . . . , d2,
K P Th, ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u,

we compute the matrices

Dri :“ pDippqrq r “ 1, . . . , Nqd2, i “ 1, . . . , d2 (4.7)

and mix them in the form

tJ` b
`

p$ dDqJD
˘

, tJ` “ rowpT, `q. (4.8)

A simpler option is taking advantage of the fact that the Dubiner basis is orthogonal, so
these computations yield diagonal matrices. The result are four d2ˆpd2Neltq ” d2ˆd2ˆNelt

matrices. They will be the diagonal blocks of a p4d2q ˆ p4d2q ˆ Nelt matrix that will be
used in the local solvers.

Type (c) matrices. Let ξ be a piecewise constant function on the set of boundaries of
the elements (in practice, one of the functions described in (4.3)). Let ξµ be the piecewise
constant functions given by

ξK`,µ :“ ξK` 1permpK,`q“µ, ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u, K P Th, µ P t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u. (4.9)

Following (4.1), we can then compute

ξK`
|eK` |

ż

eK`

D
eK`
i PK

j “ ξK`

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

pDipFpermpK,`qppqrqq$r
pPjppq

`
rq

“

6
ÿ

µ“1

ξK`,µ

´

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

pDipFµppqrqq$r
pPjppq

`
rq

¯

,

for i “ 1, . . . , d2, j “ 1, . . . , d3, K P Th and ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u. Using (4.5), the matrices

Dµ
ri :“ pDipFµppqrqq r “ 1, . . . , Nqd2, i “ 1, . . . , d2, µ P t1, . . . , 6u,

and (4.9), the previous computation reduces to

6
ÿ

µ“1

ξJ`,µ b pp$ dDµ
q
JP`

q, ξJ`,µ “ rowpξµ, `q ` “ 1, 2, 3, 4. (4.10)

The result is four d2 ˆ pd3Neltq ” d2 ˆ d3 ˆ Nelt matrices that are stored as a single
p4d2q ˆ d3ˆNelt array, by stacking the blocks for ` “ 1, 2, 3, 4 on top of each other (` “ 1
on top).

5 Local solvers

The local solvers that we next define are related to the pair of discrete equations (1.2a)-
(1.2b).
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Matrices and bilinear forms. In order to recognize the matrices that we have com-
puted with terms in the bilinear forms of the HDG method, we need some notation. We
consider the space

RkpBKq :“
ź

ePEpKq

Pkpeq, dimRkpBKq “ 4d2.

The degrees of freedom for this last space are organized by taking one face at a time in
the order they are given by T.facebyele. For (non-symmetric) bilinear forms we will use
the convention that the bilinear form bpu, vq is related to the matrix bpUj, Viq, where tUju
is a basis of the space of u and tViu is a basis of the space for v. This is equivalent to
saying that the unknown will always be placed as the left-most argument in the bilinear
form and the test function will occupy the right-most location.

Volume terms. We start by computing mass matrices associated to two functions (κ´1

and c), and the three convection matrices:

MK
κ´1 , MK

c , CK
x , CK

y , CK
z ,

where (see (3.6) and (3.11))

pMK
mqij “

ż

K

mPK
i P

K
j , pCK

‹ qij “

ż

K

PK
i B‹P

K
j .

Each of these matrices is d3 ˆ d3 ˆNelt. They correspond to the bilinear forms

pmuh, vhqK , pB‹uh, vhqK , uh, vh P PkpKq.

Surface terms. We next compute all matrices related to integrals on interfaces:

τPPK , τDPK , nxDPK , nyDPK , nzDPK , τDDK .

The first of these arrays is d3 ˆ d3 ˆ Nelt, the next four are 4d2 ˆ d3 ˆ Nelt and the last
one is 4d2 ˆ 4d2 ˆNelt. The first matrix and associated bilinear form (see (4.6)) are

τPPK
ij “

ż

BK

τK P
K
i P

K
j , xτuh, vhyBK , uh, vh P PkpKq.

The second one (see (4.10)) corresponds to the bilinear form

xτKuh, pvhyBK , uh P PkpKq, pvh P RkpBKq,

or equivalently to xτKuh, pvhye, for uh P PkpKq, pvh P Pkpeq, and e P EpKq. The matrices
associated to the components of the normal vector ν “ pνx, νy, νzq (see (4.10) again) are
related to the bilinear forms

xν‹uh, pvhyBK , uh P PkpKq, pvh P RkpBKq, ‹ P tx, y, zu.

The last matrix (see (4.8)) corresponds to

xτpuh, pvhyBK , puh, pvh P RkpBKq,

and is therefore block diagonal. Finally we compute the vectors of tests of f with the
basis elements of PkpKq: fK P Rd3 .
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Matrices related to local solvers. The 4d3ˆ4d3ˆNelt array and the 4d3ˆ4d2ˆNelt

array with respective slices

AK
1 :“

»

—

—

–

MK
κ´1 O O ´pCK

x q
J

O MK
κ´1 O ´pCK

y q
J

O O MK
κ´1 ´pCK

z q
J

CK
x CK

y CK
y MK

c ` τPPK

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, AK
2 :“

»

—

—

–

pnxDPK
qJ

pnyDPK
qJ

pnzDPK
qJ

´pτDPK
qJ

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (5.1)

are the matrix representations of the bilinear forms

aK1 :
`

PkpKq3 ˆ PkpKq
˘

ˆ
`

PkpKq3 ˆ PkpKq
˘

ÝÑ R,
aK2 : RkpBKq ˆ

`

PkpKq3 ˆ PkpKq
˘

ÝÑ R,

given by

aK1 ppqh, uhq, prh, whqq :“ pκ´1
h , rhqK ´ puh,∇ ¨ rhqK

`p∇ ¨ qh, whqK ` pc uh, whqK ` xτuh, vhyBK ,
aK2 ppuh, prh, whqq :“ xpuh, rh ¨ νyBK ´ xτpuh, whyBK .

We also consider the 4d3 ˆNelt matrix with columns

AK
f :“

»

—

—

–

0
0
0
fK

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (5.2)

If puh P Mh is known, we can solve the local problems looking for qh P Vh “ W 3
h and

uh P Wh, satisfying (1.2a)-(1.2b). Representing puh|BK P RkpBKq with a vector uBK P R4d2 ,
the matrix representation of this local solution is

„

qK
uK



“ ´pAK
1 q
´1AK

2 uBK ` pAK
1 q
´1AK

f P R4d3 . (5.3)

Note that once the local matrices have been computed, the construction of the three
dimentional arrays (5.1) can be easily carried out by stacking the already created three
dimensional arrays.

Flux operators. Consider now the 4d2 ˆ 4d3 ˆNelt array with slices

AK
3 :“

“

nxDPK nyDPK nzDPK τDPK
‰

, (5.4)

the 4d2 ˆ 4d2 ˆNelt array with slices

CK :“ AK
3 pAK

1 q
´1AK

2 ` τDDK , (5.5)

and the 4d2 ˆNelt matrix with columns

CK
f :“ AK

3 pAK
1 q
´1AK

f . (5.6)
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The meaning of these matrices can be made clear by looking at boundary fluxes. Given
pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh –satisfying equations (1.2a) and (1.2b)–, the HDG method
is based on the construction of the flux function

ΦK :“ ´qh ¨ ν ´ τpuh ´ puhq : BK Ñ R.

Instead of this quantity, we pay attention to how it creates a linear form

RkpBKq Q pvh ÞÝÑ ´xqh ¨ ν ` τpuh ´ puhq, pvhyBK “ ´xqh ¨ ν ` τuh, pvhyBK ` xτpuh, pvhyBK ,

whose matrix representation is

´AK
3

„

qK
uK



` τDDKuBK “ AK
3 pAK

1 q
´1AK

2 uBK ´ AK
3 pAK

1 q
´1AK

f ` τDDKuBK

“ CKuBK ´ CK
f , (5.7)

where uBK is the vector of degrees of freedom of puh|BK .

Note on implementation. Construction of the local solvers (5.5) and (5.6), as well as
recovery of internal values using (5.3), requires looping over elements. However, this can
be easily done in parallel, since at this stage there is no interconnection between elements.
Note that we have avoided looping over elements in all previous computations, requiring
frequent access to coefficients and geometric features.

6 Boundary conditions and global solver

Dirichlet boundary conditions. The discrete Dirichlet boundary conditions require
finding the decompositions

puh|e “
d2
ÿ

j“1

uejD
e
j , e P EDh

by solving the system

ÿ

j

ˆ
ż

e

De
iD

e
j

˙

uej “

ż

e

De
iuD, i “ 1, . . . , d2, e P EDh .

Using a quadrature rule on the reference element, and parametrizing from it, we have to
solve the approximate system

|e|
d2
ÿ

j“1

´

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r
pDippqrq pDjppqjq

¯

uej “ |e|

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r
pDippqrquDpq

e
rq. (6.1)

Evaluation of the data function uD at all the quadrature points is done with a similar
strategy to the one used for source terms (3.4). We start by organizing nodal information
in three 3ˆNdir (recall that Ndir “ #EDh ) matrices XD, YD, ZD, each of the containing the
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corresponding coordinates of the nodes of each of the Dirichlet faces. If Ξ is the Nqd2 ˆ 3

matrix with the barycentric coordinates of the quadrature points in pK2 (Section 4), then
the Nqd2 ˆNdir matrices

Xdir :“ Ξ XD, Ydir :“ Ξ YD, Zdir :“ Ξ ZD, (6.2)

contain the coordinates of the quadrature points on the Dirichlet faces. Using the matrix
in (4.7) (see also (4.8)), it is clear that (6.1) can be implemented by solving a system with
multiple right-hand sides

puD :“
`

p$ dDqJD
˘´1
p$ dDqJuDpX

dir,Ydir,Zdir
q. (6.3)

The result is a d2 ˆNdir matrix.

Neumann boundary conditions. As opposed to Dirichlet conditions (that are essen-
tial in this formulation), Neumann boundary conditions will appear in the right-hand side
of the global system. Our goal is to compute the integrals (recall that |ne| “ |e|)

ż

e

pgN ¨ νeqD
e
i «

Nqd2
ÿ

r“1

$r
pDippqrq gNpq

e
rq ¨ ne i “ 1, . . . , d2, e P ENh .

If we consider matrices Xneu, Yneu, Zneu, defined as in (6.2) (but using nodal information
for Neumann faces), and if nx, ny, nz are Nneu ˆ 1 (recall that Nneu “ #ENh ) column
vectors with the components of the vectors ne for e P ENh , then everything is done with
the simple computation

ΦN :“
ÿ

‹Ptx,y,zu

nJ‹ d
`

p$ dDqJg‹pX
neu,Yneu,Zneu

q
˘

, (6.4)

where gN “ pgx, gy, gzq. Note that if the Neumann boundary condition is given in a more
standard way ´q ¨ ν “ gN , then the computation is slightly simpler

ΦN :“ areaJN d
`

p$ dDqJgNpX
neu,Yneu,Zneu

q
˘

where areaN contains the areas of all Neumann faces.

Assembly process. The local solvers produce a 4d2 ˆ 4d2 ˆ Nelt array C. We now
use the sparse MATLAB builder to assembly the global matrix. The degrees of freedom
associated to face e P t1, . . . , Nfcu are

listpeq :“ pe´ 1qd2 ` t1, . . . , d2u.

The degrees of freedom associated to the faces of K are thus

dofpKq :“ tlistpeK1 q, listpe
K
2 q, listpe

K
3 q, listpe

K
4 qu.

We then create two new 4d2 ˆ 4d2 ˆNelt arrays

RowK
ij “ dofpKqi ColKij “ dofpKqj, so that pColKqJ “ RowK .
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Thepi, jq element of CK has to be assembled at the location pRowK
ij ,ColKij q “ pdofpKqi, dofpKqjq.

The result is a sparse d2Nfc ˆ d2Nfc matrix H. This matrix collects the fluxes (5.7) for
all the elements, with the result that opposing sign fluxes in internal faces (the normal
vector points in different directions) are added. The assembly of the source term, given
in the matrix Cf , can be carried out using the accumarray command. The element pCK

f qi

has to be added to the location dofpKqi. The result is a vector F with d2Nfc components.
Let us consider the system at its current stage

H pu “ F`GN , (6.5)

where GN is the d2Nfc vector containing the elements of ΦN in the degrees of freedom cor-
responding to Neumann faces and zeros everywhere else. This is the matrix representation
of the system (1.2) with no Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., assuming homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions on ΓN , the system having been written in the puh variable
after local inversion of (1.2a)-(1.2b).

What is left is the standard elimination of Dirichlet degrees of freedom from (6.5),
namely values of Dirichlet faces are taken from (6.3) and sent to the right-hand side of
the system, and rows corresponding to Dirichlet degrees of freedom are ignored.

Reconstruction. The solution of the resulting system is puh P Mh. Reconstruction of
the other variables pqh, uhq is done by solving local problems. In matrix form, we have to
solve on each K P Th the system

AK
1

„

qK
uK



“ AK
f ´ AK

2 uBK .

This can be done in parallel.

7 Add-ons

Matrices for convection-diffusion problems. With very similar techniques, it is
easy to compute convection matrices with variable coefficients

ż

K

mPK
i B‹P

K
j , i, j “ 1, . . . , d3, K P Th, (7.1)

as well as surface matrices with variable coefficients

ξK`
|eK` |

ż

eK`

αD
eK`
i PK

j ,
i “ 1, . . . , d2,
j “ 1, . . . , d3,

` P t1, 2, 3, 4u, K P Th,

ξK`
|eK` |

ż

eK`

αD
eK`
i D

eK`
j , i, j,“ 1, . . . , d2, ` P t1, 2, 3, 4u, K P Th.

These matrices are needed for coding HDG applied to convection-diffusion problems [3],
which needs the bilinear forms

pβ ¨∇uh, whqK , xpβ ¨ νquh, pvhyBK , and xpβ ¨ νqpuh, pvhyBK .
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Postprocessing. If we look for u˚h : Ω Ñ R such that u˚h|K P Pk`1pKq and for all
K P Th,

p∇u˚h,∇whqK “ ´pκ´1qh,∇whqK @wh P Pk`1pKq, (7.2a)

pu˚h, 1qK “ puh, 1qK , (7.2b)

then it can be shown that this local postprocessed approximation has one additional order
of convergence [5]. In order to compute this postprocessing we have to use matrices of the
form (7.1) in the right-hand side (using an additional polynomial degree) and we need to
compute local stiffness matrices

ż

K

∇PK
i ¨∇PK

j i, j,“ 1, . . . , d3pk ` 1q, K P Th.

As in the computation of the convection matrices (3.11), this can be done using geometric
vectors and Kronecker products.

Local L2 projections. For several different purposes, it is also convenient to have
some local projections at hand. The first one is the L2pΩq projection on Wh: given f we
compute fh P Wh such that

pfh, whqK “ pf, whqK @wh P PkpKq @K P Th.

Using (3.4) and (3.5), and up to quadrature errors, this projection is easily computed
with a single instruction

`

ppω d PqTP
˘´1
ppω d PqJfpX,Y,Zq.

The L2 projection on Mh

xfh, pvhye “ xf, pvhye @pvh P Pkpeq @e P Eh, (7.3)

is computed using a formula like (6.3)

`

p$ dDqJD
˘´1
p$ dDqJuDpX

all,Yall,Zall
q,

where we use quadrature points on all faces of the triangulation (see (6.2) for the Dirichlet
case).

Error functions. Once again with very similar ideas it is easy to code the computation
of errors

ż

Ω

|u´ uh|
2

ÿ

ePEh

|e|

ż

e

|puh ´ u|
2,

for a given function u and approximations uh P Wh and puh PMh.
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HDG projection. A final projection is directly tied to the HDG method. The input
is the collection pq, uq of a vector field an a scalar function. The output are functions
pqh, uhq P Vh ˆWh satisfying

pqh, rqK “ pq, rqK @r P Pk´1pKq
3

@K P Th, (7.4a)

puh, whqK “ pu,whqK @wh P Pk´1pKq @K P Th, (7.4b)

xqh ¨ ν ` τKuh, pvhyBK “ xq ¨ ν ` τ u, pvhyBK @pvh P RkpBKq @K P Th. (7.4c)

It has to be understood that the first two groups of equations are void when k “ 0.
If we construct a mass matrix (with constant unit mass) MK and drop the last d2 “

dimPkpKq ´ dimPk´1pKq rows (recall that local bases are hierarchical), we obtain a

pd3 ´ d2q ˆ d3 ˆNelt matrix with slices rMK

ż

K

PK
i PK

j , i “ 1, . . . , d3 ´ d2, j “ 1, . . . , d3.

Using the surface matrices of Section 5, we are led to solve local linear systems with
matrices:

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

rMK O O O

O rMK O O

O O rMK O

O O O rMK

nxDPK nyDPK nzDPK τDPK

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

The corresponding right-hand sides can be easily constructed using the techniques of
previous sections.

BDM. A hybridized coding of the three dimensional Brezzi-Douglas-Marini element
(more properly speaking, this is an element by Brezzi-Douglas-Durán-Fortin, discovered
simultaneously by Nédélec) is also easily attainable. For this case, we take k ě 1, define

Wh :“
ź

KPTh

Pk´1pKq, Vh :“
ź

KPTh

PkpKq3

and keep Mh as before. The mixed BDM approximation to (1.1) uses equations (1.2) with
two simple modifications: τ ” 0, and equation (1.2a) is only tested in Pk´1pKq

3. At the
implementation level, this means that we only need to redefine the local solvers. Since
dimPk´1pKq “ d3 ´ d2 and the only unknown that is in a smaller space is uh, we only
need to eliminate: the last d2 rows and columns of AK

1 , the last d2 rows of AK
2 and AK

f ,
and the last d2 columns of AK

3 . (This can be done by erasing the corresponding parts of
the three dimensional arrays where we have stored the HDG matrices.) All other parts
of the HDG code remain untouched.

8 Experiments

We next give some convergence tests for the method. We take Ω to be the polyhedron
sketched in Figure 1. The faces of the polyhedron corresponding to z “ 0, z “ 1 and
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Figure 1: Domain for the experiments and data for the four tetrahedrizations used in the
experiments.

z “ 3 conform the Dirichlet boundary ΓD. The coarsest triangulation –obtained by a
tetrahedral partition of each the four hexahedra shown in Figure 1–, contains 24 elements.
Three nested refinements of this partition are used. The main triangulation data are then
given in Figure 1. We use variable coefficients:

κ “ 2` sinx sin y sin z, c “ 1` 1
2
px2

` y2
` z2

q,

and take data so that u “ sinpx y zq is the exact solution.
We test for several values of k on the four triangulations. Tables 1–3 show relative

errors

eqh :“
}q ´ qh}Ω
}q}Ω

euh :“
}u´ uh}Ω
}u}Ω

, eûh :“
}u´ puh}h
}u}h

(8.1)

and relative errors for superconvergent quantities

εuh :“
}Πu´ uh}Ω
}u}Ω

, εûh :“
}Pu´ puh}h
}u}h

, e‹h :“
}u´ u‹h}Ω
}u}Ω

. (8.2)

Here: }u}2h :“
ř

ePEh |e| }u}
2
e, u

‹
h is the postprocessed solution defined by (7.2), Pu P Mh

is the L2pBThq projection defined in (7.3) and Πu P Wh is the scalar component of the
projection pΠq,Πuq defined in (7.4). Theory [5] shows that for smooth solutions, the errors
(8.1) behave like Ophk`1q while errors (8.2) behave like Ophk`2q except when k “ 0, where
they behave like Ophq. Estimates of order of convergence for a general quantity eh are
computed using the formula log2 eh{2{ log2 eh.

We finally test the validity of the HDG method as a p-method, by fixing the tetra-
hedrization (the second one in Figure 1) and increasing k from 0 to 3. We compute the
relative errors (8.1) as functions of k and check whether the rates

logpek{ek`1q

logpek`1{ek`2q
« 1, (8.3)
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eqh e.c.r. euh e.c.r. eûh e.c.r.
6.9694e-001 – 1.2404e+000 – 5.7265e-001 –
4.2490e-001 0.71 8.5011e-001 0.55 3.2710e-001 0.81
2.2749e-001 0.90 5.0782e-001 0.74 1.7587e-001 0.90
1.1739e-001 0.95 2.8336e-001 0.85 9.1779e-002 0.94

εuh e.c.r. εûh e.c.r. ε‹h e.c.r.
1.3127e+000 – 5.4851e-001 – 1.2515e+000 –
6.4689e-001 1.02 2.9624e-001 0.89 8.4019e-001 0.57
2.6697e-001 1.28 1.5688e-001 0.92 5.0151e-001 0.74
1.1100e-001 1.27 8.1482e-002 0.95 2.8027e-001 0.84

Table 1: Errors for different triangulations (see Figure 1) with the lowest order method
k “ 0.

eqh e.c.r. euh e.c.r. eûh e.c.r.
1.3607e-001 – 4.2677e-001 – 1.3580e-001 –
3.6794e-002 1.89 1.2953e-001 1.72 3.1932e-002 2.09
9.6645e-003 1.93 3.6956e-002 1.81 7.9337e-003 2.01
2.4878e-003 1.96 9.9288e-003 1.90 1.9876e-003 2.00

εuh e.c.r. εûh e.c.r. ε‹h e.c.r.
2.9210e-001 – 4.6150e-002 – 3.3850e-002 –
4.5051e-002 2.70 5.8813e-003 2.97 4.4054e-003 2.94
6.5777e-003 2.78 7.6131e-004 2.95 5.5048e-004 3.00
8.9450e-004 2.88 9.6512e-005 2.98 6.8066e-005 3.02

Table 2: Errors for different triangulations (see Figure 1) with the lowest order method
k “ 1. All quantities in (8.2) are shown to be superconvergent.

as would be expected. Note that the theory for p-convergence of HDG is not fully devel-
oped. The results are reported in Table 4.

Other easy benchmarks for the method are exact polynomial solutions. These have
been tried on the implementation as a way to test exactness of approximation and quadra-
ture in the process.
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